
Key Vocabulary 

Learning Outcomes 

-identify plants by a specific criteria 

-name the petals, stem, leaf and root of a plant. 

-identify and name a range of common plants and trees. 

(including leaves, flowers (blossom), petals, fruit, roots, bulb, seed, trunk, 
branches, stem).  
-recognise deciduous and evergreen trees. 

Knowledge 

Plants need light, water, soil and warmth to grow. Plants use 
light to make their own food. Plants have seeds, roots, stems and 
leaves.  

 

Plants spread their seeds in different ways in order to reproduce. 
Some plants drop their leaves every year; they are called decidu-
ous. Some plants keep their leaves all year; they are called ever-
green.  

 

We eat some types of plants. For example: root– carrots, stem 
celery, leaves-lettuce, seeds– peas  We eat food grown on farms 
or in orchards. Some food we eat comes from other countries e.g.  

Bananas. 

 

Word Meaning 

plant A living thing that grows in the earth and has a 
stem, leaves, and roots.  

Trees A woody plant. 

Shrubs A woody plant with several stems. 

deciduous  Shredding leaves in autumn. 

evergreen With leaves throughout the year 

blossoms  Mass of flowers on a tree 

fruit Edible part of a plant containing seeds 

leaf a flat green part that grows in various shapes 
from the stems 

waxy resembling wax in texture 

Flower a coloured, sometimes scented, part of a plant  
that contains its reproductive organs 

root Underground base of a plant 

stem the main stalk of a plan 

Love God, Love others       Let your light shine.  Knowledge Organiser for Year 1 

Gertrude Jekyll (1843-1932) 

created some 400 gardens in 
the UK, Europe and America; 
her influence on garden de-
sign has been pervasive to 
this day.  She ran a garden 
centre there and bred many 
new plants.  

Useful links: All About Plants Videos 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/
Mf5rhbTkHLZ3fbJzScyDvC/primary-science-
plants 

FUN FACTS:  

An average size tree can provide 

enough wood to make 170,100 

pencils!    


